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Although Mis. Wilson has been used to being in power all her life, she also thought about
forcing Wandy to hand over all the money to her. However, after Wandy became a company,
her character was much tougher and her own ideas became more determined, so she
immediately clarified the current division of powers of the Wilson family with Mrs. Wilson.

Since she is responsible for making money and supporting the family, she must have the final
say in this family, and other people must follow her advice. Although the old Lady Wilson is
not convinced, she can only agree to feed her family.

After Wandy determined the dominance of the family, the first request made was to stop the
old lady from having any friction with Charlie’s family.

Old Lady Wilson had no choice but to stop.

Charlie didn’t know the details. I only know that Mrs. Wilson hasn’t been moving recently. As
soon as she didn’t move, the family faded out of Charlie’s field of vision.

However, even though Charlie was surprised, he still connected to Wandy’s phone and asked
in a lukewarm tone: “Wandy, are you looking for something to do with me?”

Wandy was a little nervous, and somewhat excitedly said, “Brother-in-law, what are you up
to?”

Charlie said casually: “I’m not busy, what’s the matter with a friend outside?”

Wandy hurriedly said: “Oh…this way…actually…I don’t have anything to do. I just want to
report to you brother-in-law about Shang Mei’s recent situation.”

Charlie smiled. Ask her: “Can the company do what it is doing now?”

Wandy hurriedly said: “Brother-in-law, the company has been running very well recently!
Thanks to Don Albert and the others, the business is relatively large, the company’s income is
relatively high, and the number of employees is increasing.”

Charlie smiled and said, “That’s not bad, I hope you can make the company to the next level by
making persistent efforts.”

Wandy promised: “Brother-in-law, rest assured, I will do my best. Make Shangmei Company
bigger and stronger, and become the largest ceremonial company in the city and the province,
and will never disappoint my brother-in-law’s expectations of me!”

Charlie gave a hum and reminded: “You must always remember how you were bullied and
squeezed by the unscrupulous boss. Remember these, you must take a warning, don’t become
like them, forever Don’t exploit those employees who are working for you, understand?”



Wandy hurriedly said seriously: “Brother-in-law, don’t worry! I, Wandy, were really ignorant
before. No matter how I behave and behave, I’m a lot worse, but I’ve really changed my mind
now. After being deceived last time, I am too. I understand that life is not easy, so I have
always been open and honest with the employees of the company, and I think about them
everywhere!”

With that, Wandy said in a hurry, “Like today. I took a one-million-dollar order, and the other
party asked 300 people to go to the airport to pretend to be fans. In fact, it’s just a few hours
before and after. Normally, It’s a lot of money for one person to give five hundred. In that
case, only a cost of 150,000 yuan is needed, and the remaining 850,000 yuan is a profit. As for
the company’s income, I can keep it from them and keep them from knowing. Then naturally
everyone won’t have any opinions.”

“However, I finally decided to give the bulk to the employees, so for these three hundred
people, I gave 2,500 yuan each!”

“The reason for doing this is that, on the one hand, as your brother-in-law said, I don’t want to
see the money open to exploit them;”

“On the other hand, I also want to use this event as a reward to motivate those employees
who perform better and make them work harder in the future. At the same time, it can also
stimulate those employees who have not got the opportunity and let them see hard work. The
benefits! In this way, I can be more active in the future.”

Charlie couldn’t help but praised: “You can do this, it really makes me admire.”

With that, Charlie paused slightly. He added: “If you just calculate economic accounts, you
seem to have lost hundreds of thousands of profits, but if you look at it in the long run, you
may have gained hundreds of more dedicated and high-quality employees.”

“The profits these people can create for the company in the future will certainly be far more
than these hundreds of thousands.”

“But if you lied to them today and concealed the actual income, it would be equivalent to
buying a time bomb, in case they knew one day. There will be resistance to you and the
company, which will make you The road in the future gets narrower and narrower.”

Wandy happily said, “Thank you brother-in-law for the compliment! I will definitely find a way
to make the future road wider and wider!”

Charlie gave a hum, and hung up the phone just as he wanted to say a few words, but suddenly,
he recalled a detail that Wandy had just mentioned on the phone.

So he asked: “By the way, Wandy, you just said that someone gave you one million, so you are
going to hire three hundred courtesy ladies to pick up the plane as fans at the airport?!”

“Yes!” Wandy said with a smile: “It’s the first time I have received such a job, but it seems that
there are quite a few celebrities who buy fans. Not only celebrities, but many milk tea shops
and Internet celebrity restaurants spend money to hire people to charge. The scene, it is said
that if you package yourself very popular, you can cheat others to join and earn a high initial
fee.”



Charlie asked hurriedly: “Do you know who is the one who bought the fans to pick up the
plane?”

Wandy didn’t conceal anything from Charlie, and said directly: “It’s a new-generation singer
named Rishab. It is said that they have been quite popular recently.”

Charlie couldn’t help laughing: “Oh, it’s him!”
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